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Dear Sir,

Becauson, demonstra'tio is in excus' as well as in any other matter is certainly the most useful. The absence of the letter in hand will give evidence of its arrival and I suppose you it was wrote to so by Mr. Lecraft. As my business has now moticated me altogether. I wrote it in the country and came in as I thought about an hour be the usual time for setting of. I did so but they were flown and left my epistle to take this
method of worming for itself. Pray write me word whether you accept of its ordi-

nance. We have been informed of the declaration of the children of Sir Isaacs

brain has at last opened into life. I mean the convention. I am in doubt

whether the 2nd was the parent or only one of its nucleus. They tell us it has

bypassed your house, and only waits the determination of the hospitals of

incurables.* We expect with impatience to hear their decision upon

a matter of so great importance to our

Hate. If opinions are not practically

tried it will once more be thrown

out by the Senate. my reason for thirds

* Cinque-water
so it became what says the convention is to be held at Caradoc the very cause of its being rejected last session.

We are so many that I am expected to write a shorter letter than I intended for when I saw you last next to

Lewis is married to Miss Smith. He has nothing more left but that in all will and to bid you Adieu.

Bonne Tract.

R. Bonner

W. B. Present my most respectful compliments to Miss White. Miss Freeman. Tell them from me that they may now wear the wrap for our Minister is now married. Being in declining